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Electronic Arts



Commissioned by Ars Electronica and Connec3ng 
Ci3es Network under the 2016 call: (In)Visible Ci3es, 
funded by EU FP7.  

Exhibited during Ars Electronica Fes3val 2015: Post 
City 

Fire hardware provided by 

FLAME
Onur Sönmez & Tamer Aslan 
Metal work by Bernhard Ranner 

Flame is an interac-ve fire sculpture, a symbolic analogy 
to the power cons-tuted by invisible structures of the 
ci-es. 

By giving this fire back to the ci-zens, flame aims to 
remind them the power they have within to forge the 

tools of the new century.



STATEMENT: 
Fire has been a strong symbol for the humanity, its 
associa3ons going back to the early 3mes of 
civiliza3on. For the first hunters and gatherers, and 
even more for the seXled socie3es, fire had defined 
the central gathering and sharing point. The point 
where food was prepared with its heat, and wounds 
cleaned with its ash. The space where good 3mes 
were celebrated, and bad 3mes mourned.  
As the civiliza3ons got more complex and as villages 
evolved more and more into ci3es, fire started to 
become the power that forged the tools and weapons 
of this complexity, and hence ini3ated the progress of 
technology. Its symbolic representa3on rose to its 
highest form with the industrial revolu3on, where 
steam engines converted this power directly into 
usable energy, which eventually became the main 
driving forces of the ci3es.  

What also happened meanwhile, however, was the 
withdrawal of this power from the public, only to be 
controlled by the few. Once the fire started to 
disappear from the ci3es, along with its customs and 
tradi3ons, the people also lost their say on the rules 
that governed them and their ci3es. Both the fire and 
the mechanisms of the city became invisible, falling 
out of reach and understanding of its ci3zens.  
FLAME, therefore, wants to give the fire back to the 
people. It desires to enable them to forge together the 
tools of the new century, and to burn to the ground 
the ins3tu3ons that restrain them, if necessary. And 
remind them once more the forgoXen fact that, the 
very basis of this fire, is in nothing but their own 
breaths.  

Media: 
Website: 
hXp://www.tameraslan.net/flame/ 
hXp://connec3ngci3es.net/project/flame 
hXps://www.aec.at/postcity/en/flame/ 

Interview on Ars Electronica Blog: 
hXps://www.aec.at/aeblog/en/2016/03/30/flame/ 

Video Documenta3on: 
by Sophie Stallegger:  
hXps://youtu.be/TCURliu18U0 
www.tameraslan.net/Flame_SS.mp4 
by Connec3ng Ci3es: 
hXps://youtu.be/1eMJoyF9hJY 
tameraslan.net/Flame_vonLudwigReuter.mp4

http://www.tameraslan.net/flame/
http://connectingcities.net/project/flame
https://www.aec.at/postcity/en/flame/
https://www.aec.at/aeblog/en/2016/03/30/flame/
https://youtu.be/TCURliu18U0
http://www.tameraslan.net/Flame_SS.mp4
https://youtu.be/1eMJoyF9hJY
http://tameraslan.net/Flame_vonLudwigReuter.mp4




Blow Interac-on:  
Fire, even though it can reach great strengths, would 
die without the care of the people that ini3ates it. This 
simple analogy inspires our main interac3on modality 
to involve audience par3cipa3on: Blowing. By installing 
physical interfaces, that would detect and respond to 
the blow of air coming from the audience, will start 
powering up the symbolic fire on the Ars Electronica 
Facade. This will also reflect as “the ci3zens giving their 
breath to keep the fire alive”  
This interac3on and par3cipa3on is specifically 
important for this context: as ci3es turned into more 
complex structures, the par3cipa3on of the individual 
diminished in a direct way. Even though the individual 
ci3zen knows that his involvement in the city life is 
affec3ng the city, he is losing the means of being an 
ac3ve creator in this way. He doesn't feel he owns the 
city. This, for us, is a cri3cal problem in the context of 
Digital Ci3zen, as this space for par3cipa3on in urban 
contexts are not high and diverse enough to sa3sfy the 
people in this way. This is why we strongly believe that 
direct human interac3on and immediate feedback is 
necessary for reaching this state of social involvement. 







Micro-Macro Rela.onships:  
We want our interface - facade rela3onship to carry 
the micro to macro effect on an instant feedback basis. 
This simply means, the interac3on of the user, in a 
metaphorical way, is amplified and reflected on the 
facade. For our concept, this analogy is obtained 
through breathing oxygen into the fire, and immediate 
response of the Facade to this input by growing flames 
and marks of incandescence.  
The feeling obtained by the audience in this manner is 
an important basis for our symbolic approach to the 
Translocal Connec3vity of (In)Visible Ci3es: The daily 
life and decisions of a ci3zen, and the data generated 
through this process, are the small bricks of decision 
making systems and structures that eventually shape 
and construct the city. The choice of taking a specific 
route on a daily commute, might eventually affect the 
new metro line to be built on that path. This, due to 
the complexity of city structures, is something that has 
become invisible to us. Our interac3on analogy, is 
therefore, trying to remind this feeling back to the 
people, buy displaying them that their involvement and 
ac3ons do have an impact on what keeps the fire going 
or not, surpassing the boundaries of spaces and 3me. 
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The construc3on consists of the main fire sculpture and peripheral 
point of interac3on. The main fire sculpture includes the flame 
thrower, the computa3onal boards (sensor reading, facade 
visualiza3on control, flame thrower control), and metal 
structure carrying these. The breathing interface consists of a 
standing pipe carrying two steel half sphere, carrying inside a wind 
sensor and an LED ring. 

Based on the individual responses from the blowing inputs, the 
Facade Visualisa3on Applica3on generates flame and 
incandescence graphics on the facade, corresponding to the 
direc3on of the input. These visualiza3ons are then communicated 
with the main FacadeControl Applica3on running on the Ars 
Electronica servers. 

When satura3on points are reached, Arduino Yun sends a fire 
trigger message to Fire driver hardware. This message will be 
translated to fire triggering DMX message over the defined 
dura3on.



HOPE IS A PUBLIC INSTALLATION THAT 
RECREATES THE ANATOLIAN TRADITION OF 
WISH TREES AS A LIGHT INSTALLATION, BY 
EMBROIDERING THE WISH FABRICS WITH 
E-TEXTILES AND LIGHT CIRCUITRY.

HOPE



Inspira3on  
Drawing inspira3on from the gesture of aXaching 
fabrics to wish trees and using tex3le electronics and 
light, wish fabrics are recreated to shine upon being 
3ed to an object. 
The original ritual consists of tying a small piece of 
fabric around the branch of the tree that is considered 
sacred; and while doing so, a serious and deep wish is 
made by the person. Wish Trees are found ooen in 
Turkey, like in many other countries. Local people 
consider some trees sacred, and make wishes through 
their branches, by tying small pieces of fabric. These 
result in some trees around Anatolia becoming dressed 
up in white fabric, turning into a symbol of hope of its 
believers. 
This form and gesture forms the bases: A strip of fabric 
is designed with conduc3ve fabrics, tex3le circuitry 
and LED lights; while tying this fabric to a tree (or 
doors, arms, hair, bridges) acts as a switch gesture and 
turns on the light. 

How it Works 
The item itself is a strip of fabric embedded with 
tex3le electronics and light, designed to shine when 
3ed around an object. 
In Hope installa3on, this piece of fabric is redesigned 
to include a low power LED, a 3V coin baXery and 
conduc3ve fabrics that act as a switch. Therefore, 
when the person 3es the fabric around the branch of a 
tree, the light on the strip starts to shine. The next 
version will include a sewable solar charging 
mechanism. 
Through workshops and making all the design of such 
a wish fabric open-source, Hope wish fabrics are 
generated by many.

Previous Workshops: 
Schmiede Hallein, 2015 
Atolye Istanbul, 2016 
Kadir Has University VCD, Istanbul, 2016 
Kunst VHS, Vienna, 2016 

Media: 
Website:  
www.tameraslan.net/hope 
Video:  
hXps://youtu.be/howjdzVI1p4 
www.tameraslan.net/Hope_Workshops2016.mp4

http://tameraslan.net/hope
https://youtu.be/howjdzVI1p4
http://www.tameraslan.net/Hope_Workshops2016.mp4






Wishmaking in Urban Context. 



Values and Impact 
Hope tangles with various fields of art as well as topics 
of culture. Its main employed form is public installa3on, 
while the implemented ritual also addresses new and 
interac3ve media. However, the main innova3ve and 
transdisciplinary part of it is the wish fabrics, which 
embody e-tex3les and electronic circuitry in the 
classical domain of tex3le design.  
As well as the vision of recrea3ng new technologic 
rituals, Hope also brings to the table the topics of 
subculture, especially of the ones about Anatolian 
communi3es in Vienna. In a poe3c narra3ve, Hope 
introduces an Anatolian tradi3on in public areas of 
Vienna, with an aim to form a bridge between the 
various subcultures living together in the city, aiming 
for a long-3me-craved post-na3onalist society. 
Through the simple gesture of wish making and 
outpuqng this as a light, Hope makes publicly visible in 
the city, the dreams and hopes we share together in 
harmony.  



Technical Details 
The current working prototype consists of one 
CR2025 baXery, a baXery holder and a low-power 
LED. These are all embroidered on a nonconduc3ve 
fabric, with conduc3ve fabric making the connec3ons. 
On each side, there are two sheets of conduc3ve 
fabric that cons3tute the switch of the circuit. When 
3ed together, the LED turns on. This is the proof of the 
gesture of tying a piece of cloth around a branch, 
which is made visible with light.

Hope E-textilwunschstoffen

~2.2cm

leitende Faden

normale Faden

CR2032 Knopfzelle Knopfzellfache (-tasche)

Model 1

Model 2

Vorderseite

Rückseite

Vorderseite

Rückseite

2cm

Dikkat:

Kurz-

schluss

The next genera3on of the prototype will implement 
miniature solar cells, light sensors, and low energy 
microprocessors for light behaviors. This way, the 3ed 
fabrics will collect the energy from the sun during the 
day, and turn on in the evening to become visible. This 
version makes the concept much stronger, as the sun 
keeping the hopes alive is an interes3ng associa3on, as 
well as being a much more sustainable public 
installa3on.  Also, adding light behaviors will open up 
the way for more interes3ng results, like flickering or 
breathing forms of light on the trees.
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Hope for a Cause 
Custom designs can be developed to represent 
symbolically a specific cause. 



Enhanced Wishing 

Unique Wishes  



The New Hippie 
Friends, holding hands. Sophie and Petra.



Onur Sönmez & Tamer Aslan

NOX

NOX is an interac3ve architectural installa3on 
that facilitates a tangible rela3onship between 
people and urban landscape. Through a simple 
pull switch, like the one in a night lamp, NOX 
gives the control of a new media facade to the 
public, ques3oning the power rela3ons in 
public spaces.  

Media:
tameraslan.net/nox 
https://vimeo.com/74402294 
tameraslan.net/nox.mp4

http://tameraslan.net/nox
https://vimeo.com/74402294
http://tameraslan.net/nox.mp4


In contemporary 3mes, the urban environment has 
become unapproachable by its inhabitants. Especially, 
in a period of individual crea3on and personaliza3on, 
the ci3zen s3ll remains incapable as he speechlessly 
witnesses the shaping and reshaping of the city. Even 
the spaces that are public by name, have almost no 
public involvement in their processes of defini3on, 
realiza3on and opera3on. NOX tries to ques3on and 
disrupt this rela3onship by introducing a simple 
tangible control to the architectural structure, giving 
the power of control back to the public.  

The familiar feeling of switching a lamp on and off 
provides the par3cipants with the simple sa3sfac3on of 
turning a new media facade or architecture into an 
accessible interface. Simply put, NOX proposes a way 
to transform the landmark of a city into the user’s 
plaything, therefore reversing the unwriXen laws of 
urban space.  



NOX at Ars Electronica 2013  
The first demonstra3on of NOX took place on the Ars 
Electronica Center in Linz, Austria. The Ars Electronica 
Center is an ambi3ous architectural structure wrapped by 
a 5.100 m2 LED facade. The facade consists of 1085 
windows, each 3x1 meters in size and lit up by red, green, 
blue and white LEDs. The building is a landmark in the city 
of Linz, housing also an open-air public space that 
cons3tutes one of the most important social environments 
in the city of Linz.  
On September 7th, 2013, NOX was exhibited on this 
facade during the interna3onally renowned Ars Electronica 
Fes3val. The pull switch was set up on top of the stairs in 
the public area of the building. Between 23.00 and 00.00, 
an interna3onal crowd of visitors in the public space was 
given control to shut down the new media facade of the 
building, or turn it completely on. In one hour period, the 
switch was pulled 1704  
3mes, corresponding to a click every two seconds. The 
common reac3on coming from the people trying out NOX 
was excitement and exhilara3on, ooen expressing that 
they feel powerful and in control. 



NOX at Ars Electronica 2013  
The first demonstration of NOX took place on the 
Ars Electronica Center in Linz, Austria. The Ars 
Electronica Center is an ambitious architectural 
structure wrapped by a 5.100 m2 LED facade. The 
facade consists of 1085 windows, each 3x1 meters 
in size and lit up by red, green, blue and white 
LEDs. The building is a landmark in the city of Linz, 
housing also an open-air public space that 
constitutes one of the most important social 
environments in the city of Linz.  
On September 7th, 2013, NOX was exhibited on 
this facade during the internationally renowned Ars 
Electronica Festival. The pull switch was set up on 
top of the stairs in the public area of the building. 
Between 23.00 and 00.00, an international crowd of 
visitors in the public space was given control to 
shut down the new media facade of the building, or 
turn it completely on. In one hour period, the switch 
was pulled 1704  
times, corresponding to a click every two seconds. 
The common reaction coming from the people 
trying out NOX was excitement and exhilaration, 
often expressing that they feel powerful and in 
control.  
   



Creative Technology



City Games are Free Cultural Works and are licensed under the Crea2ve Commons 
A6ribu2on-ShareAlike 4.0 Interna2onal License.  

To view a copy of this license, visit h6p://crea2vecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/.

Funded by aws Impulse XS 
program, for the production of the 
first prototype in 2016.

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/


Media 
Website:  
citygames.wien 
Project Document:  
citygames.wien/CityGames_PlayBook_v1.1_printMQ.pdf 

In its essence, it is a board game to be played in the 
city, developed with crea.ve technologies to create a 
magical experience. It comes in the form of a box 
housing the boardmap, inventory items, play book, 
and game stories inspired by its city. One can also 
think of it also as an urban game plaJorm, that uses 
the city as its canvas and crea3ve technologies as its 
brushes.  

The Impulse XS funded crea3ve industry innova3on 
project saw the research and development of the first 
prototypes in 2016. Next phases will see public release 
of the plauorm and establishment of the ins3tu3ons for 
further development.

http://www.citygames.wien
http://citygames.wien/CityGames_PlayBook_v1.1_printMQ.pdf
https://youtu.be/ZXa4-xk3MuI










CUOR

CUOR is an accessoire, a love token, a memory item. It is 
an object to store, carry and feel the heartbeat of your 
beloved one; an electronic heirloom. Its form is defined and 
undefined. Its archaic, but designed. Once you store a 
heartbeat, though, it remains forever, turning CUOR into 
your in3mate symbol of love.  

The heartbeats of the person from a special moment are 
recorded with an EKG device. The heart rate data is first 
fed into a 3D model generator on Grasshopper to create a 
unique shape to be 3D printed. The same data is also put in 
a microprocessor, which is in command of the tac3le 
feedback mechanism inside its body. Holding in hand or 
pulling a trigger, in return, brings back the beat CUOR 
encompasses. 

Media:
www.tameraslan.net/cuor

Product design by Bernhard Ranner, 
sponsored by aws Crea3ve Industry Voucher

http://www.tameraslan.net/cuor




Education



Electronic Crea-vity Courses 
at Kunst VHS 

Media:
Website: 
http://www.vhs.at/kursprogramme/kvh/files/assets/basic-
html/page50.html 
  
Video: 
https://vimeo.com/146752623 
www.tameraslan.net/ElectronischKreativWerden.mp4

http://www.vhs.at/kursprogramme/kvh/files/assets/basic-html/page50.html
http://www.vhs.at/kursprogramme/kvh/files/assets/basic-html/page50.html
https://vimeo.com/146752623
http://www.tameraslan.net/ElectronischKreativWerden.mp4


Arduino Workshops  
at Rabbit Hole 



Electronic Crea-vity 
Workshop at T-Mobile 
Daughters Day 



Workshops and Talks 



Future Catalyst Program for 
the Development of the POST 
CITY Kit: Connected 
Intelligence Atelier  
Group F: Strategies to elicit community 
involvement, under Derrick de Kerckhove, 
together with Angela Oguntala, Pablo Honey 
and Agnès Yun 

Concept: Migrant Republic 

Media:
Website: 
https://www.aec.at/postcity/en/future-catalyst-program/ 
Video: 
https://youtu.be/_AQCAMAAKjw?t=3479 

Photo Credit: Ars Electronica 

https://www.aec.at/postcity/en/future-catalyst-program/
https://youtu.be/_AQCAMAAKjw?t=3479


IN/VISIBLE CITIES: 
PROTOTYPING LAB 
Concept: Dark Steps, with Akitoshi Honda 

Site specific installa3on that makes people 
aware of the traces they leave behind, e.g. lay 
out fluorescent color in public space and make 
footprints visible only in the dark.  

Media:
Website: 
http://connectingcities.net/project/invisible-cities-
prototyping-lab 

Video: 
https://vimeo.com/119352000 
http://tameraslan.net/DarkSteps.mp4

http://connectingcities.net/project/invisible-cities-prototyping-lab
http://connectingcities.net/project/invisible-cities-prototyping-lab
https://vimeo.com/119352000
http://tameraslan.net/DarkSteps.mp4


Connec-ng Ci-es ‘In/Visible 
Ci-es 2015’ Ar-st Talk at 
Transmediale   

Along with Onur Sönmez and Mark Shepard, 
moderated by Susa Pop 

Media:
Website: 
https://transmediale.de/content/connecting-cities-
invisible-cities-2015-prototyping-lab 

https://transmediale.de/content/connecting-cities-invisible-cities-2015-prototyping-lab
https://transmediale.de/content/connecting-cities-invisible-cities-2015-prototyping-lab


Absolute Labs Sonar 
Innova-on Challenge:  
Rite of Color 
Par3cipa3on as Ar3st, along with Pankrath 
Susa, MaXhew Gingold, Claudia Oliveira, Anna 
Carreras  

Rite of Color was an immersive experience that 
combined projec3on mapping, interac3ve 
ligh3ng and procedurally generated music to 
create an interac3ve “ini3a3on ritual” for an 
event (such as an electronic music fes3val). 

Media:
Website: 
http://sic.upf.edu/epilogue-challenge-completed/ 

Video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7RFwWO_efgQ 

http://sic.upf.edu/epilogue-challenge-completed/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7RFwWO_efgQ


Photography



public play 
Barcelona, 2016



the horizons 
Ayvalık, 2014



the eyes they are 
watching us! 
Istanbul, 2010



Mechanic Spring 
Istanbul, 2010



Mechanic Spring 
Istanbul, 2010



old school 
various loca>ons, 2007



Works of Tamer Aslan are Free Cultural Works and are licensed under the Crea2ve 
Commons A6ribu2on-ShareAlike 4.0 Interna2onal License.  
To view a copy of this license, visit h6p://crea2vecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/. 

For more informa2on, please contact io@tameraslan.net 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
mailto:io@tameraslan.net

